
What was the challenge?
TDL-Creative were approached by 
BAM Nuttall, a civil engineering and 
construction company, to help design a 
set of step-by-step guides as part of a 
tender submission. The tender was for 
constructing a range of sea walls along a 
strip of coastline in Portsmouth. 

The challenge was to take a selection of 
hand drawings and technical plans, work 
with the subject experts to understand 
them and then create clear and consistent 
visual methodologies. These would also 
have to be completed quickly, to a strict 
timeline.

We were restricted to A1 panels, which 
would contain up to 9 illustrated steps 
and include a geographical reference. The 
visuals had to incorporate BAM Nuttall’s 
branding and style throughout. 

What was the solution?
We decided early in the process that due 
to the complexity and information required 
at each step, designing the illustrations 
on an isometric plane would be best. This 
would allow the client and bid evaluators 
to get a better sense of the construction 
actions and dimensions.

Working from the hand drawn scribbles 
and technical plans, which were only 
provided in various 2D planes, an isometric 
block was created for each phase. We 
worked closely with the bid team to check 
and iterate the graphics throughout, 
ensuring an accurate result.

Key areas of the drawings were 
highlighted using brighter, saturated 
tones, whilst passive areas used more 
muted shades. This helped the user to 
quickly identify areas of construction 
relevant to that step. 
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Install temporary 
cantilever sheet pile 
flood wall down each side 
of slipway

Construct Type 1 encasement
wall up to the interface with
the slipway

Install sheet
piles for Type 1 
encasement walls either 
side of slipway
Install working / piling platform down 
each side of slipway
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Complete the 
flood wall by installing 
the sheet piles across the 
bottom end of the slipway
Install cantilever sheet pile retaining
wall across the top of the slipway
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Excavate out  
existing slipway to 
formation level.  Spoil 
hauled away to temporary 
storage area (Compound 3)
Excavate out (remove) landward ramp
access to slipway
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Working away 
from the landward 
end, drive the remaining 
permanent works sheet piles to 
level
Again, working away from the landward 
end, place the precast, inverted-T slipway 
foundation units (complete with starter link bars 
protruding towards the sheet pile foundations)
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Install link bars 
into sheet pile in-pans 
and pour in situ stitch 
between precast units and 
sheet piles
At the same time, install prefabricated 
rebar cages to capping beam at seaward end 
of new slipway, install double-sided shutters and 
pour in situ capping beam
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Place and 
compact granular 
engineering fill along 
length of new slipway and to 
slipway access ramp
Remove cantilever sheet pile retaining 
wall across the top of the slipway
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Pour mass- 
concrete slabs to 
slipway and access ramp
Remove cofferdam pile
across the bottom of the slipway
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Install 
prefabricated rebar 
cages, shutters and pour 
final sections of in-situ capping 
beam
Removal of remaining cofferdam piles 
(either side of slipway) can occur outside of 
restriction window
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1.2  SHEET 06  Construction sequence of Tudor Sailing Club Slipway

NB: The slipway will be closed to the sailing club and watersports centre from (and including) steps ‘F’ to ‘P’
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Examples of the hand drawn sketches and 
technical plans we received.

Each illustration used a combination of 
alphabetical reference labels and colour 
coding to direct the user to the relevant 
annotations. Applying the reference 
labels to the isometrics allowed them to 
be clear without the overcomplication of 
directly adding the annotations, which 
in turn allowed for more detailed text. 
Graphic devices such as arrows were used 
to reinforce some of the annotations on 
the illustrations, showing the direction of 
works, or transference of material.

Maps were added next to the steps on 
each panel to show where the work was 
taking place, and provide a view of the 
project as a whole.

In total six A1 sized sequences were 
designed, each with multiple steps. 

A finished sequence demonstrating isometric illustration technique.



What was the effect? 
BAM Nuttall were very happy with the 
final product, reporting that this was the 
first time sea walls had been illustrated 
in this style for a tender submission. The 
isometric design has now been adopted 
across their other projects.

This style increased understanding of the 
construction process, and helped their 
submission to stand out against their 
competitors. 

We are working with the client on more 
construction sequences, and have built 
a relationship where they also think with 
this final output in mind. When we receive 
a brief, they are more detailed, providing 
guidance in a way that aligns with the 
diagrammatic process. 

“Thanks for all your hard work, they do 
look amazing and will add real value to our 
submission...”

BAM Tender Planning Manager

Install silt curtain

Excavate to formation from behind existing sea defence

Cast spoil in a bund between excavation and silt curtain

Provide temporary works support of existing seawall where 
necessary

Nibble existing apron where necessary and remove any 
sheet piles
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A Install sheet piles with excavator-mounted vibro-attachment 
(Movax), from behind existing wall if possible – otherwise 
during tidal window from foreshore

Install MS anchor bolts and weld angle “tangs” to seaward and 
landward sheet piles
Place blinding where required
Place foundation slabs and shims where required for receiving 
the revetment steps
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Lift in precast concrete revetment steps, which will 
include protruding starter bars at both seaward and 
landward faces
Tie link bars and lacers onto protruding starter barsK
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Place foundation stitch concrete
NB: Protect green concrete during spring tides
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Install shims where necessary 
to top of revetment steps to 
support precast wall in a level 
position
Lift in precast wall section and 
provide temporary propping

Pour stitch into landward sheet piles 
and mass fill concrete to back of wall
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Drill through 
existing seawall
and into ground, install 
drainage pipes and fit flap 
valves

Regrade excavated spoil and
place and compact fill behind wall
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1.2  SHEET 05  Construction sequence of new seawall Types A & B

Type 1–5 (behind wall)

Type 1–5 (infront of wall)

Type 1–5 (behind wall with 
modifications)

Type 6 and new sea wall tie-in

Type A & Type B

Slipways

Steps

The sequences were positioned next to ‘highlight’ maps which allowed the viewer to identify where 
the works were taking place along the coastline.
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